**SolitonReach debuts**

Remember the tech media buzz that came from the launch of ECE’s Nikola Labs Harvest cell phone case this summer? Well, a collaboration between ECE’s Dr. Furrakh Khan and recent MS grad Jessie Zhao and Anil Ozyalcin culminates with the debut of their SolitonReach mobile motion-tracking device at the Disrupt TechCrunch in San Fran over Sept. 21-23. Full story below:

http://go.osu.edu/solitonreach

---

**Engineering career expos...**

Click below to find pics at the 2015 Engineering Expo:

http://go.osu.edu/expo-tweet

Find my video of the event here:

http://go.osu.edu/eng-expo

Another successful Career and Intern Fair took place too:

http://go.osu.edu/cif-ece

---

**Bits & Sparks edition mailed**

Have you seen the newest issue of ECE’s annual Bits & Sparks alumni magazine? It was mailed out to over 9,000 ECE alumni across the nation. You can find the full edition in high resolution pdf form at this link:

http://go.osu.edu/bas-2015

---

**ECE List of Links**

http://www.facebook.com/eceosu
http://twitter.com/OhioStateECE
http://go.osu.edu/ece-linkedln
http://youtube.com/user/ECEosu
http://meetup.com/OSUECE-Alumni

---

**Alumni Spotlight: Gene Sapp**

After reading the Sept. 14 edition of ECE Weekly, alumnus Gene Sapp was pleased to see mention of another ECE alumnus, George Baughman. Read Sapp’s comments about his memories of Baughman as a person and engineer...

http://go.osu.edu/sapp1

---

**Smart Award**

ECE professor emeritus Umit Ozguner, along with co-researchers Bilin Aksun-Guvenc and Keith Redmill received an award from the National Science Foundation for their work in autonomous transportation. Find my article here:

http://go.osu.edu/ece-smart

This science news source also wrote about the award:

http://go.osu.edu/smart2

---

**ECE in the arts...**

One of my favorite topics: Mixing art and science. Saw this nice story in The Lantern about ECE student Christian Cantrell’s work in holographic art and the class inspiring him offered by Ohio State physics prof. Harris Kagan. I’m hoping to create a video on this topic soon as well. Full story here:

http://go.osu.edu/ece-art

The Lantern also featured ‘15 EE alumnus Kyle Edwards for his guitar work in the Columbus band Cordial Sins. Find the story here:

http://go.osu.edu/cordial

---

**MEETUP**

Nanotech West Lab, Oct. 1, 6-8 p.m.

Join us for the next Meetup tech social event series at Ohio State’s Nanotech West Lab (1381 Kinnear Road, Columbus, OH 43210). Tour and learn about its role in the industries of electronics, optics, advanced materials, energy, biology and medicine. Light food served. The lab supports numerous projects for ECE as well. RSVP here: http://go.osu.edu/nano